LET THERE
BE SUN
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Admirals Cove Winter
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photography Jason Rogers, Jupiter, FL
interior design

THE TRUE SPIRIT OF THE
quintessential Floridian lifestyle
lies here in Jupiter, Fla., with
stellar waterfront views and yearround sunshine — all wrapped up
in the most harmonious setting
for a winter getaway. Referred by
mutual friends and clients, interior
designer Lorraine Rogers-Bolton’s
extensive experience, imagination
and dedication resulted in the
larger-than-life renovation of this
7,000-square-foot home in The
Club at Admirals Cove.
While the homeowners had
the utmost trust in Rogers-Bolton,
they were quite involved with the
process from beginning to end.
“We carefully interviewed and
above: A

handsome credenza from Baker Furniture modestly represents
the mid-century era in the living room, where Hammerton’s silver mesh
chandelier softly shimmers. Draperies in Kravet’s ivory and taupe
stripe fabric pull open to reveal sunshine and sparkling water views.
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“Neutrality was deliberate, keeping the water a focal
point in the theme to create a calming effect,” interior
designer Lorraine Rogers-Bolton says.

familiarized ourselves with our clients until there was 100% simpatico and
understanding between us,” the designer says. Working cohesively with the
clients and architect, the team chose an overall neutral color palette that evokes
a tranquil effect throughout the space with the water becoming the main event
in every room.
“Our goal was to create a gentle and contemporary style,” Rogers-Bolton
says. In the living room, it’s all about quality ... and a custom handmade silk and
wool area rug with an organic pattern of soft tones of taupe, cocoa and ivory is
the perfect start. In effort to create a sense of dimension, raised paneling paves
the wall with elegance. The 3-D effect continues with a walnut wall screen
that is topped off with creamy ivory leather. A Baker sofa clad in Pollack’s
ivory silk-linen pairs with lounge chairs framed with ebony wood and fluted
silver leaf accents. Creamy hued armchairs are strategically placed to join the
social grouping or swivel to escape into the mesmerizing water views. A pair
above: The

lights have it — an ambiance that is both eye-catching and serviceable as they illuminate
the kitchen with the softest glow. Three crackled glass pendants from Visual Comfort & Co. dangle
gracefully over the center island topped in Calacutta Gold marble.
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In the dining room, Niermann Weeks’ silver leaf
chandelier shimmers with brilliance as six mini
shades and gold leaf accents emanate the ultimate
sophistication above a walnut-topped table from Swaim.

Brown Jordan’s bunching tables center one of the
loggia’s many social groupings shaped with JANUS et Cie
furnishings. With just one push of a button, the outdoor
space utilizes an intellectual system that defends against
inclement weather and unwanted outdoor elements by the
use of 2 tracks that include both a screen and solid wall.

of custom cocktail tables designed with wrought iron bronze-finished legs and
topped with sleek slabs of limestone center the space.
The kitchen was skillfully crafted in a practical way that casts a pure and
polished impression. Here, white was the way to go as lustrous semi-gloss enamel
Elmwood cabinetry reflectively sweeps through the space. The designers specified
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stainless steel mesh doors and nickel hardware creating a striking appearance, while
Calacatta Gold marble tops the counters with beauty. “My clients love to bake,”
the designer says as she speaks of the corresponding center island and walnut
butcher-block table that makes cooking a breeze. Embellished with nickel nail
heads, Swaim’s brown leather swivel stools sprinkle in some warmth and contrast.

...continued from page 219

Designed with an indoor-outdoor
mantra in mind, the gazebo-style
dining room permeates with warmth.
Sliding glass pocket doors invite a
wealth of sunlight to flow from the
exterior to the interior, where a 7-foot
diameter, pewter-based table topped

with walnut is circled with eight welldressed chairs from Hickory Chair.
Invigorating views, a luxurious
pool and every amenity possible are
all wrapped up in this private resort.
“We treat our exteriors as we do
our interiors,” Rogers-Bolton says.
The outdoor furnishings not only
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boast unprecedented softness and a
plethora of textures, they are stylish,
weather-resistant and durable as
well. Tumbled brick-shaped marble
was chosen to encase the straight
edge pool — nothing less than
mesmerizing. With truly phenomenal
results, this sun-filled winter retreat
became the homeowners’ very
own vicarious escape.
SOURCES
Living Room
Sofa, lounge chairs, armchairs,
credenza and floor lamps - Baker
Furniture, DCOTA, Dania Beach, FL
Sofa fabric - Pollack & Assoc.,
New York, NY
Armchair fabric - Cowtan & Tout,
DCOTA, Dania Beach, FL
Cocktail tables and panel - Custom
designed by Rogers Design Group,
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Cocktail tables fabricated by Steely
Dons, Jupiter, FL, and Douglas
Stephenson Marble & Tile, Jupiter, FL
Panel - Custom designed by Rogers
Design Group, Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Occasional table between chairs - Lily
Jack, Gardena, CA
Artwork - Owners’ Collection
Vases - Jerry Pair & Assoc., Hollywood, FL
Chandelier - Hammerton,
Salt Lake City, UT
Drapery fabric - Kravet Fabric,
Bethpage, NY
Area rug - Davis & Davis, Chattanooga, TN
Kitchen
Cabinetry and countertops - Planning &
Building, Inc., Wellington, FL
Counter stools - Swaim, High Point, NC
Stove - Ferguson Enterprises,
West Palm Beach, FL
Pendant lighting - Visual Comfort & Co.,
Houston, TX
Dining Room
Dining table - Swaim, Inc., High Point, NC
Chairs - Hickory Chair, Hickory, NC
Centerpiece - Rogers Design Group,
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Chandelier - Niermann Weeks, Michael
Taylor Designs, DCOTA, Dania Beach, FL
Draperies - Kravet Fabric, Bethpage, NY
Loggia/Pool Area
Pool - AAA Custom Pools, Inc., Jupiter, FL
Sofas, armchairs, dining table, dining
chairs and centerpiece - JANUS et Cie,
DCOTA, Dania Beach, FL
Occasional table - Artifacts International,
Chula Vista, CA
Bunching tables - Brown Jordan Company, Simpsonville, KY
Area rug - Southampton, Inc.,
West Palm Beach, FL
Throughout
Millwork, molding, windows, doors and
recessed lighting - Mustapick Estate
Homes, Inc., Jupiter, FL u

